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Read Free Html5 In Easy Steps 2nd
Edition
As recognized, adventure as competently as experience roughly lesson, amusement,
as well as concurrence can be gotten by just checking out a book Html5 In Easy
Steps 2nd Edition after that it is not directly done, you could say yes even more
something like this life, a propos the world.
We oﬀer you this proper as competently as simple mannerism to get those all. We
present Html5 In Easy Steps 2nd Edition and numerous books collections from
ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. among them is this Html5 In Easy Steps
2nd Edition that can be your partner.

KEY=HTML5 - CLARK LILLY
HTML5 IN EASY STEPS
HTML5 in easy steps, 2nd edition instructs you how to employ the latest
development for web page design with HyperText Markup Language
(HTML5). Modern web browsers have united to support exciting new
features of the HTML5 standard that allows easy creation of stunning web
pages and engaging interactive applications. Contains examples and
screenshots that illustrate each feature of HTML5, describing how to
incorporate meta information about a document within its 'head' section
and how to add structured 'body' content. You'll learn how to create web
pages to display text, images, lists, tables, hyperlinks, forms, audio, and
video - and also how to write script instructions that draw and animate
graphics on embedded 'canvas' areas.

HTML5 IN EASY STEPS, 2ND EDITION
In Easy Steps Limited

HTML5 IN EASY STEPS, SECOND EDITION
Appealing to anyone looking to create compelling web pages for the latest
browsers, this thorough resource instructs you on how to employ the latest
development for web page design with HyperText Markup Language
(HTML5) --

HTML5 IN EASY STEPS, SECOND EDITION
WORDPRESS IN EASY STEPS, 2ND EDITION
In Easy Steps Limited WordPress is the most popular CMS (Content
Management System) and is a fantastic tool for blogs and building
websites. It is used by over 50% of the 100 top world blogs, and there are
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estimated to be over 75 million WordPress websites. Many bloggers/web
developers are turning to WordPress to create great websites. It has the
ability for people of a non-technical background to create their own
website/blog in easy steps, all the way up to advanced web developers to
create stunning professional designs. WordPress in easy steps, 2nd edition
shows how to create stunning websites using WordPress, without having to
learn programming. For anyone who may not be technically-minded but
wants an aﬀordable website for business or for blogging. WordPress in
easy steps guides you through: • Setting Up WordPress • Working with the
Dashboard • Creating Site Content • Adding Media • Appearance and
Themes • Adding Plugins • Comments • Setting up Users and Privileges •
Tools and Settings • WordPress Tricks WordPress in easy steps, 2nd
edition is for: • Bloggers/Hobbyist web designers, or those looking to
design a website who don’t want to learn technical language, or bloggers
looking for a great platform to work with. • Web Developers: A lot of
professional web design companies are using WordPress to build their
websites for clients because it provides a great content management
system so that the end user can add their own content once development
is complete. • Anybody who has had a WordPress website built for them
and wants guidance to help them update their own website. Covers
WordPress 5.

HTML IN EASY STEPS
START AN ONLINE BUSINESS IN EASY STEPS, 2ND EDITION
In Easy Steps Limited Start an Online Business in easy steps, 2nd edition
will show you how to research, prepare and run your own online business
and will also give you the tools and the conﬁdence to be able to explain to
other staﬀ members, clients, potential suppliers and of course customers,
about what your online business is, and what it can do for them. Now fully
updated for today’s online market, it will guide you through: · Planning,
registering, and ﬁnancing your business. · Setting up your business online,
and marketing it eﬀectively. · Monetizing your site. · Managing and
retaining customers. · The tricks of the trade to earn more from your
website, and much more to make your site successful! This book is
intended for entrepreneurs, employees, employers, parents, students... in
fact anyone interested in starting a business online no matter what their
level of experience. It is for the non-techie who wants to be involved with
every facet of setting up and running their own e-business. Whether you
have a great idea for an online business but don’t know where to start, or
you’ve just launched your online shop and need to attract customers, this
book is for you! Table of Contents: 1. Start an Online Business 2. Business
Planning & Finance 3. Setting Up Online 4. Monetizing Your Site 5. Supply
Chain 6. Marketing Your Online Business 7. Customer Relationship
Management 8. Useful Resources
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CSS3 IN EASY STEPS
In Easy Steps Limited A guide to enhancing websites using cascading style
sheets explaines how style sheets determine the presentation of HTML
documents, providing examples designed to control the appearance of
text, content boxes, tables, and other page elements.

HTML5 STEP BY STEP
Pearson Education Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach
yourself how to create Web pages with the HTML5 speciﬁcation. With Step
by Step, you set the pace—building and practicing the skills you need, just
when you need them! Use a division-based layout to structure your Web
pages Include menu bars and hyperlinks for clear navigation Apply colors,
font sizes, and other formatting with CSS Add graphics, sound, and video
to your pages Use the Canvas tag to render visual images on the ﬂy Build
user-input forms with buttons, boxes, and menus Your Step by Step digital
content includes: All the book's practice ﬁles—ready to download and put
to work. See "Using the Practice Files," inside. Fully searchable online
edition of this book—with unlimited access on the Web. Free online account
required; see inside book.

PYTHON IN EASY STEPS
In Easy Steps Python in easy steps instructs you how to program in the
powerful Python language, giving complete examples that illustrate each
aspect with colourized source code. Python in easy steps begins by
explaining how to install the free Python interpreter so you can quickly
begin to create your own executable programs by copying the book's
examples. It demonstrates all the Python language basics before moving
on to provide examples of Object Oriented Programming (OOP) and CGI
scripting to handle web form data. The book concludes by demonstrating
how you can use your acquired knowledge to create and deploy graphical
windowed applications. Python in easy steps makes no assumption you
have previous knowledge of any programming language so it's ideal for the
newcomer to computer programming. It has an easy-to-follow style that
will appeal to programmers moving from another programming language,
and to the student who is studying Python programming at school or
college, and to those seeking a career in computing who need a
fundamental understanding of computer programming. Python is the
language used to program the Raspberry Pi - covered by Raspberry Pi in
easy steps.

JAVASCRIPT IN EASY STEPS
Dreamtech Press JavaScript in easy steps, now in its third edition, instructs
the reader how to add functionality (logic) and dynamic eﬀects (DHTML) to
web pages. It contains separate chapters on all major features of the
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JavaScript language. There are code examples and browser screenshots
illustrating each aspect of JavaScript. This popular title is updated for the
Document Object Model used by modern browsers and includes examples
showing how to develop Rich Internet Applications(RIAs) using the latest
techniques employing Asynchronous JavaScript And XML (AJAX).·
Introducing JavaScript · Performing Operations · Making Statements · Using
arrays · Date and Time · Doing Mathematics · Addressing Page Objects ·
Window Properties · Document Properties· Form Properties · Event
Handler· JavaScript in DHTML· JavaScript in e-commerce

PHP & MYSQL IN EASY STEPS
In Easy Steps PHP and MySQL in easy steps will teach the user to write PHP
server-side scripts and how to make MySQL database queries. It has an
easy-to-follow style that will appeal to: anyone who wants to begin
producing data-driven web pages.web developers wanting to add database
interaction to their web sites.the programmer who quickly wants to add
PHP and MySQL to their skills set.the hobbyist who wants to begin creating
scripts for upload to their own ISP.the student, and to those seeking a
career in computing, who need a fundamental understanding of server-side
programming with PHP and MySQL. PHP & MySQL in easy steps
demonstrates by example how to produce data-driven web pages using the
powerful PHP scripting language and the popular free MySQL database
server. The book examples provide clear syntax-highlighted code showing
how to selectively insert and extract data from databases for presentation
on your web browser. PHP & MySQL in easy steps begins by explaining how
to install a free web server, the PHP interpreter, and MySQL database
server, to create an environment in which you can produce your very own
data-driven server-side web pages. You will learn how to write PHP serverside scripts and how to make MySQL database queries. Examples illustrate
how to store and retrieve Session Data, how to provide a Message Board,
and how to create an E-Commerce Shopping Cart. This book assumes you
have no previous experience of any programming or scripting language so
is ideal for the newcomer to PHP and MySQL technologies.

C PROGRAMMING IN EASY STEPS
Dreamtech Press C Programming in easy steps instructs the reader how to
program in C both on Unix-based platforms, such as Linux, and on Windows
platforms. Linux users should already have the GNU C compiler on their
system but the book explains how to download and install the GNU C
compiler for Windows users. It contains separate chapters on each major
feature of the C language, with examples, and a reference section
describing the standard C header class functions. By the end of the book
the reader will have gained a sound understanding of the C language and
be able to write their own C programs and compile them into executable
ﬁles that can be run on any compatible PC.
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INTRODUCING HTML5
Peachpit Press Provides information on the elements on HTML, oﬀers code
examples, and describes how to build accessible markup.

HTML5
THE MISSING MANUAL
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." A guide to HTML5 covers such topics as markup, Web
forms, audio and video, Canvas, CSS3, data storage, oﬄine applications,
and JavaScript.

WEB PROGRAMMING WITH HTML5, CSS, AND JAVASCRIPT
Jones & Bartlett Learning Web Programming with HTML5, CSS, and
JavaScript is written for the undergraduate, client-side web programming
course. It covers the three client-side technologies (HTML5, CSS, and
JavaScript) in depth, with no dependence on server-side technologies.

CODING FOR BEGINNERS IN EASY STEPS
BASIC PROGRAMMING FOR ALL AGES
In Easy Steps Coding for Beginners in easy steps has an easy-to-follow
style that will appeal to anyone, of any age, who wants to begin coding
computer programs. You need have no previous knowledge of any
computer programming language so it's ideal for the newcomer, including
youngsters needing to learn programming basics for the school curriculum.
Coding for Beginners in easy steps instructs you how to write code to
create your own computer programs. It contains separate chapters
demonstrating how to store information in data structures, how to control
program ﬂow using control structures, and how to create re-usable blocks
of code in program functions. There are complete step-by-step example
programs that demonstrate each aspect of coding, together with
screenshots that illustrate the actual output when each program has been
executed. Coding for Beginners in easy steps begins by explaining how to
easily create a programming environment on your own computer, so you
can quickly begin to create your own working programs by copying the
book's examples. After demonstrating the essential building blocks of
computer programming it describes how to code powerful algorithms and
demonstrates how to code classes for Object Oriented Programming (OOP).
The examples throughout this book feature the popular Python
programming language but additionally the ﬁnal chapter demonstrates a
comparison example in the C, C++, and Java programming languages to
give you a rounded view of computer coding. The code in the listed steps
within the book is colour-coded to precisely match the default colourcoding of the Python IDLE editor, making it easier for beginners to grasp.
By the end of this book you will have gained a sound understanding of
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coding and be able to write your own computer programs that can be run
on any compatible computer.

SAMS TEACH YOURSELF MICROSOFT EXPRESSION WEB 3 IN 24
HOURS
Sams Publishing In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to
build ﬂexible, easy-to-maintain, standards-based websites with Microsoft
Expression Web 3. Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step
approach, you’ll master the entire process, from concept through delivery.
You’ll learn powerful ways to plan, design, construct, and even redesign
websites that are simple to manage and easy to repurpose. Each lesson
builds on what you’ve already learned, giving you a strong real-world
foundation for success, no matter what kind of site you’re building! Stepby-step instructions carefully walk you through the most common
Expression Web 3 tasks. Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each chapter
help you test your knowledge. By the Way notes present interesting
information related to the discussion. Did You Know? tips oﬀer advice or
show you easier ways to perform tasks. Watch Out! cautions alert you to
possible problems and give you advice on how to avoid them Learn how
to… Build your ﬁrst Expression Web 3 website in just ﬁve minutes Establish
work processes for building standards-based sites faster, with far less
work Write error-free code quickly and easily with Code view and
IntelliSense Create hyperlinks that simplify navigation, perform actions,
and send commands Understand, create, and modify CSS style sheets with
unprecedented speed and accuracy Use Dynamic Web Templates to
consistently format (or reformat) hundreds of pages Implement state-ofthe-art interactivity with buttons, behaviors, and Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS) Publish simple Silverlight applications and add multimedia content
from Flash and other sources Build advanced drop-down and other CSSbased menus from scratch Learn how and when to use each of Expression
Web’s six publishing options Integrate web application code written in
ASP.NET or PHP

SAMS TEACH YOURSELF HTML, CSS, AND JAVASCRIPT ALL IN ONE
Sams Publishing Sams Teach Yourself HTML, CSS and JavaScript All in One
The all-in-one HTML, CSS and JavaScript beginner's guide: covering the
three most important languages for web development. Covers everything
beginners need to know about the HTML and CSS standards and today's
JavaScript and Ajax libraries - all in one book, for the ﬁrst time Integrated,
well-organized coverage expertly shows how to use all these key
technologies together Short, simple lessons teach hands-on skills readers
can apply immediately By best-selling author Julie Meloni Mastering HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript is vital for any beginning web developer - and the
importance of these technologies is growing as web development moves
away from proprietary alternatives such as Flash. Sams Teach Yourself
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HTML, CSS, and JavaScript All in One brings together everything beginners
need to build powerful web applications with the HTML and CSS standards
and the latest JavaScript and Ajax libraries. With this book, beginners can
get all the modern web development knowledge you need from one expert
source. Bestselling author Julie Meloni (Sams Teach Yourself PHP, MySQL
and Apache All in One) teaches simply and clearly, through brief, hands-on
lessons focused on knowledge you can apply immediately. Meloni covers all
the building blocks of practical web design and development, integrating
new techniques and features into every chapter. Each lesson builds on
what's come before, showing you exactly how to use HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript together to create great web sites.

LEARN CSS IN ONE DAY AND LEARN IT WELL (INCLUDES HTML5)
CSS FOR BEGINNERS WITH HANDS-ON PROJECT. THE ONLY BOOK YOU
NEED TO START CODING IN CSS IMMEDIATELY
CreateSpace Master HTML and CSS with Interactive Exercises and a unique
Hands-On Project Have you always wanted to learn HTML and CSS but are
afraid it'll be too diﬃcult for you? Or perhaps you are a blogger who wants
to tweak your blog's design without having to spend money on an
expensive theme? This book is for you. You no longer have to waste your
time and money learning HTML and CSS from lengthy books, expensive
online courses or complicated tutorials. Nor do you have to spend money
buying expensive website themes. There are tons of free CSS templates
online that you can download and modify to build your own website IF you
know HTML and CSS. What this book oﬀers... HTML and CSS for Beginners
Complex concepts are broken down into simple steps to ensure that you
can easily master the two languages even if you have never coded before.
Carefully Chosen Examples (with images) Examples are carefully chosen to
illustrate all concepts. In addition, images are provided whenever
necessary so that you can immediately see the visual eﬀects of various CSS
properties. Learn The Languages Fast Concepts are presented in a "to-thepoint" style to cater to the busy individual. With this book, you can learn
HTML and CSS in just one day and start coding immediately. How is this
book diﬀerent... The best way to learn HTML and CSS is by doing. End-ofChapter Exercises Each CSS chapter comes with an end-of-chapter exercise
where you get to practice the diﬀerent CSS properties covered in the
chapter and see ﬁrst hand how diﬀerent CSS values aﬀect the design of the
website. Bonus Project The book also includes a bonus project that
requires the application of all the concepts taught previously. Working
through the project will not only give you an immense sense of
achievement, it'll also help you see how the various concepts tie together.
After completing the project, you will not walk away with just a vague
understanding of HTML and CSS. You will have achieved a level of
understanding and mastery that enables you to start coding your own
website immediately. Are you ready to dip your toes into the exciting world
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of HTML and CSS? This book is for you. Click the "Add To Cart" button and
download it now. What you'll learn: What is CSS and HTML? What software
do you need to write and run CSS codes? What are HTML tags and
elements? What are the commonly used HTML tags and how to use them?
What are IDs and Classes? What is the basic CSS syntax? What are CSS
selectors? What are pseudo classes and pseudo elements? How to apply
CSS rules to your website and what is the order of precedence? What is the
CSS box model? How to position and ﬂoat your CSS boxes How to hide
HTML content How to change the background of CSS boxes How to use the
CSS color property to change colors How to modify text and font of a
website How to create navigation bars How to create gorgeous looking
tables to display your data .. and more... Click the "Add to Cart" button and
download the book now to start learning HTML and CSS. Learn them fast
and learn them well.

HTML5 POCKET REFERENCE
QUICK, COMPREHENSIVE, INDISPENSABLE
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Annotation Need help ﬁnding the right HTML5
element or attribute for your web page or application? HTML5 Pocket
Reference is the classic reference that web designers and developers have
been keeping close at hand for more than thirteen years. This ﬁfth edition
has been updated to reﬂect the current state of HTML5, including the
HTML5 Candidate Recommendation, the emerging HTML5.1 Working Draft,
and the living WHATWG standard. Features include:An alphabetical listing
of every element and attribute in HTML5, HTML5.1, and the WHATWG living
standardDescriptions, markup examples, content categories, content
models, and start- and end-tag requirements for every elementAt-a-glance
notes indicating the diﬀerences between the HTML5 speciﬁcations and
HTML 4.01Useful charts of special charactersAn overview of HTML5 APIsIf
youre an experienced web designer or developer who needs a quick
resource for working with established web standards, this handy book is
indispensable.

INDESIGN IN EASY STEPS - COVERS CS3-CS5
FOR WINDOWS AND MAC
In Easy Steps Written by an industry professional with over 20 years'
experience of training in electronic publishing software, InDesign in easy
steps breaks down this versatile, user-friendly page layout software into a
straightforward, manageable and logical series of learning events. If your
aim is to get started with the basics, become a competent and conﬁdent
user, and then to master InDesign - this book is for you. The book builds
from the basics, such as the Working Environment, Building Pages, Text,
character and Paragraph settings. Then, it continues to cover more and
more of the extensive range of functionality InDesign has to oﬀer. By
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following the book's logical structure you can develop the core skills
needed to master the software. Areas covered include: Tables and Tabs;
Table of Contents, Indexing and Books; Printing and Exporting;
Transformations and Transparency; Paths and the Pen Tool. For both
Windows & Mac users.

HTML5 CANVAS
NATIVE INTERACTIVITY AND ANIMATION FOR THE WEB
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Flash is fading fast as Canvas continues to climb. The
second edition of this popular book gets you started with HTML5 Canvas by
showing you how to build interactive multimedia applications. You’ll learn
how to draw, render text, manipulate images, and create animation—all in
the course of building an interactive web game throughout the book.
Updated for the latest implementations of Canvas and related HTML5
technologies, this edition includes clear and reusable code examples to
help you quickly pick up the basics—whether you currently use Flash,
Silverlight, or just HTML and JavaScript. Discover why HTML5 is the future
of innovative web development. Create and modify 2D drawings, text, and
bitmap images Use algorithms for math-based movement and physics
interactions Incorporate and manipulate video, and add audio Build a basic
framework for creating a variety of games Use bitmaps and tile sheets to
develop animated game graphics Go mobile: build web apps and then
modify them for iOS devices Explore ways to use Canvas for 3D and
multiplayer game applications

JAVASCRIPT: NOVICE TO NINJA
SitePoint Learn JavaScript from scratch! Packed with numerous examples,
JavaScript: Novice to Ninja is a fun, step-by-step and comprehensive
introduction to development in JavaScript. Discover how to use JavaScript
to solve real-world problems, build smarter forms, track user events, and
design eye-catching animations. Learn JavaScript's built-in functions,
methods, and properties. Use JavaScript to validate form entries and
interact with your users. Understand how to respond to user events and
add interactivity to your applications. Create animations that bring your
web site to life. Start programming using the DOM And much more!

HTML5 AND CSS3 ALL-IN-ONE FOR DUMMIES
John Wiley & Sons A new edition of a bestseller covers the latest advances
inweb development! HTML5 and CSS3 are essential tools for creating
dynamic websitesand boast updates and enhanced features that can make
your websiteseven more eﬀective and unique. This friendly, all-in-one
guidecovers everything you need to know about each of these
technologiesand their latest versions so that you can use them
together.Building on the bestselling formats of the ﬁrst two editions,
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thisnew edition teaches you the fundamentals of HTML5 and CSS3,
andthen presents ways for using them with JavaScript, MySQL, and Ajaxto
create websites that work. Covers using JavaScript, PHP, MySQL, and Ajax
in the context ofprogramming dynamic web pages with CSS3 and HTML5
Includes self-contained minibooks that review HTML, CSS, designand
layout, client-side JavaScript, Ajax and server-side, andputting it all
together Examines new web development advancements including
newtechnologies and changes to the standards Features a website that
contains supporting materials includingcode and several valuable
programs that are useful for webdevelopment HTML5 and CSS3 All-in-One
For Dummies, 3rd Edition servesas the perfect reference for both web
development beginners andseasoned professionals looking to learn more
about how to get themost out of the powerful combination of HTML5 and
CSS3.

LEARN PYTHON 3 THE HARD WAY
A VERY SIMPLE INTRODUCTION TO THE TERRIFYINGLY BEAUTIFUL
WORLD OF COMPUTERS AND CODE
Addison-Wesley Professional You Will Learn Python 3! Zed Shaw has
perfected the world’s best system for learning Python 3. Follow it and you
will succeed—just like the millions of beginners Zed has taught to date!
You bring the discipline, commitment, and persistence; the author supplies
everything else. In Learn Python 3 the Hard Way, you’ll learn Python by
working through 52 brilliantly crafted exercises. Read them. Type their
code precisely. (No copying and pasting!) Fix your mistakes. Watch the
programs run. As you do, you’ll learn how a computer works; what good
programs look like; and how to read, write, and think about code. Zed then
teaches you even more in 5+ hours of video where he shows you how to
break, ﬁx, and debug your code—live, as he’s doing the exercises. Install a
complete Python environment Organize and write code Fix and break code
Basic mathematics Variables Strings and text Interact with users Work with
ﬁles Looping and logic Data structures using lists and dictionaries Program
design Object-oriented programming Inheritance and composition Modules,
classes, and objects Python packaging Automated testing Basic game
development Basic web development It’ll be hard at ﬁrst. But soon, you’ll
just get it—and that will feel great! This course will reward you for every
minute you put into it. Soon, you’ll know one of the world’s most powerful,
popular programming languages. You’ll be a Python programmer. This
Book Is Perfect For Total beginners with zero programming experience
Junior developers who know one or two languages Returning professionals
who haven’t written code in years Seasoned professionals looking for a
fast, simple, crash course in Python 3
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PHOTOSHOP CC IN EASY STEPS, 2ND EDITION
UPDATED FOR PHOTOSHOP CC 2018
In Easy Steps Photoshop CC in easy steps, 2nd edition helps the reader to
master the essentials of Photoshop Creative Cloud 2018 edition, and then
enjoy the full creative potential of this popular photo editing software. This
book breaks down complex functions into easy-to-follow learning
sequences. The continual expansion, reﬁnement and development of
Photoshop can make learning the software a daunting experience for the
ﬁrst time user. But there is no need to feel intimidated. The answer is
simple, take it in easy steps. That's exactly what Photoshop CC in easy
steps is designed to do. In clear, concise, simple language this book breaks
down the complex and complicated into small easily digestible learning
chunks. Photoshop CC in easy steps delivers a solid, secure and lasting
foundation that you can build on as you explore Photoshop and develop
more and more control over one the most creative pieces of software
available today. The author’s extensive knowledge and understanding of
the requirements and needs of the new user is distilled in this book which
is written in simple, clear language with step-by-step instructions. Updated
for Adobe Photoshop CC 2018

BASH IN EASY STEPS
In Easy Steps The "Bourne Again SHell" (Bash) is a powerful command-line
shell interface that lets you communicate directly with the kernel at the
heart of a computer’s operating system for total control. Bash is the
default shell for Unix-based operating systems Linux, Mac OS X, and
Raspbian on Raspberry Pi devices, and is also available to Windows users
on the Windows Subsystem for Linux (WSL) . This book will show you how
to use the Bash command-line interface and how to employ Bash's
programming abilities. Complete examples illustrate each aspect with
colorized source code and full-color screenshots depict the actual output.
Bash in easy steps begins by demonstrating Bash commands for system
navigation and ﬁle manipulation so you will quickly become familiar with
the command-line interface. It explains all the BASH basics before moving
on to describe advanced features such as command history, command-line
editing, and environment customization. The book then introduces Bash
programming with examples of ﬂow control, command switches,
input/output, and debugging - allowing you to create your own executable
programs by copying the examples. Bash in easy steps has an easy-tofollow style that will appeal to: · Users who are completely new to Unixbased operating systems · Casual users who wish to expand their
knowledge of their computer system · Those who would like to learn coding
skills by writing useful shell scripts · The student who is studying
programming at school or college · Those seeking a career in computing
and need a fundamental understanding of the BASH interpreter on Unix-
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based operating systems Table of Contents: Getting Started Managing
Files Handling Text Editing Commands Customizing Environment
Controlling Behavior Performing Operations Directing Flow Employing
Functions Handy Reference

HTML5 GAMES
CREATING FUN WITH HTML5, CSS3 AND WEBGL
John Wiley & Sons HTML5 Gamesshows you how to combine HTML5, CSS3
and JavaScript to make games for the web and mobiles - games that were
previously only possible with plugin technologies like Flash. Using the
latest open web technologies, you are guided through the process of
creating a game from scratch using Canvas, HTML5 Audio, WebGL and
WebSockets. Inside, Jacob Seidelin shows you how features available in
HTML5 can be used to create games. First, you will build a framework on
which you will create your HTML5 game. Then each chapter covers a new
aspect of the game including user input, sound, multiplayer functionality,
2D and 3D graphics and more. By the end of the book, you will have
created a fully functional game that can be played in any compatible
browser, or on any mobile device that supports HTML5. Topics include:
Dealing with backwards compatibility Generating level data Making iOS
and Android web apps Taking your game oﬄine Using Web Workers
Persistent Game Data Drawing with Canvas Capturing player input Creating
3D graphics with WebGL Textures and lighting Sound with HTML5 Audio
And more…

PRO HTML5 PROGRAMMING
POWERFUL APIS FOR RICHER INTERNET APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
Apress HTML5 is here, and with it, web applications have acquired power,
ease, scalability, and responsiveness like never before. With this book,
developers will learn how to use the latest cutting-edge HTML5 web
technology—available in the most recent versions of modern browsers—to
build web applications with unparalleled functionality, speed, and
responsiveness. This new edition includes major revisions for WebSockets
functionality, reﬂecting the new W3C speciﬁcation. It also features new
chapters covering the drag-and-drop API as well as SVG. Explains how to
create real-time HTML5 applications that tap the full potential of modern
browsers Provides practical, real-world examples of HTML5 features in
action Covers all the new HTML5 APIs to get you up-to-speed quickly with
HTML5 Fully updated to include the latest revisions of the WebSocket API,
and much more.

HTML5 & CSS3 FOR THE REAL WORLD
SitePoint Presents information on using HTML and CSS to create Web
pages, covering such topics as HTML5 forms, audio and video, embedded
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fonts, gradients, transitions, and oﬄine Web apps.

CODING FOR KIDS IN EASY STEPS
CREATE FUN AND INTERACTIVE WEB PAGES
In Easy Steps Coding for Kids in easy steps shows how to: · create web
pages using HTML (HyperText Markup Language) · add style to web pages
using CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) · make interactive web pages using
JavaScript programming Coding for Kids in easy steps has an easy-to-follow
style that demonstrates coding for web pages in clear examples. It begins
by explaining how to make and test a basic web page, then demonstrates
how to add text, pictures, links, tables, lists, and buttons to a web page.
Next, the reader learns how to specify content color, font, position, and
visibility. The book then shows how to add functionality so that web pages
can react to user actions. The ﬁnal chapter brings everything together with
a step-by-step example that builds a fun web page containing an
interactive game for PC, tablet, or smartphone. Coding for Kids in easy
steps assumes the reader has no previous coding experience so is ideal for
the newcomer to HTML, CSS, and JavaScript technologies. Get the FREE
downloadable sample code to easily check and correct your own code.
Table of Contents: Get started with web pages Create web page content
Make lists and tables React to clicks Get started with style sheets Get
started with scripts Build blocks of code Use built-in functions Grab web
page objects Put it all together

PHP 7 IN EASY STEPS
In Easy Steps Limited PHP 7 in easy steps will teach you to code serverside scripts, and demonstrates every aspect of the language you will need
to produce professional web programming results. Its examples provide
clear syntax-highlighted code showing PHP language basics including
variables, arrays, logic, looping, functions, and classes. PHP 7 in easy steps
begins by explaining how to install a free web server and the PHP
interpreter to create an environment in which you can produce your very
own data-driven server-side web pages. You will learn how to write PHP
server-side scripts and how to make MySQL database queries. Examples
illustrate how to store and retrieve Session Data, how to provide a
Message Board, and how to access Web Services APIs over HTTP. PHP 7 in
easy steps has an easy-to-follow style that will appeal to: anyone who
wants to begin producing data-driven web pages.web developers wanting
to add server-side interaction to their web sites.the programmer who
quickly wants to add PHP to their skills set.the hobbyist who wants to
begin creating scripts for upload to their own ISP.the student, and to those
seeking a career in computing, who need a fundamental understanding of
server-side programming with PHP. Using examples with free
downloadable source code throughout, this guide will help you get started
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straight away – for smart learning!

LEARNING WEB DESIGN
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO HTML, CSS, JAVASCRIPT, AND WEB
GRAPHICS
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Do you want to build web pages but have no prior
experience? This friendly guide is the perfect place to start. You’ll begin at
square one, learning how the web and web pages work, and then steadily
build from there. By the end of the book, you’ll have the skills to create a
simple site with multicolumn pages that adapt for mobile devices. Each
chapter provides exercises to help you learn various techniques and short
quizzes to make sure you understand key concepts. This thoroughly
revised edition is ideal for students and professionals of all backgrounds
and skill levels. It is simple and clear enough for beginners, yet thorough
enough to be a useful reference for experienced developers keeping their
skills up to date. Build HTML pages with text, links, images, tables, and
forms Use style sheets (CSS) for colors, backgrounds, formatting text, page
layout, and even simple animation eﬀects Learn how JavaScript works and
why the language is so important in web design Create and optimize web
images so they’ll download as quickly as possible NEW! Use CSS Flexbox
and Grid for sophisticated and ﬂexible page layout NEW! Learn the ins and
outs of Responsive Web Design to make web pages look great on all
devices NEW! Become familiar with the command line, Git, and other tools
in the modern web developer’s toolkit NEW! Get to know the super-powers
of SVG graphics

MANAGEMENT BASICS IN EASY STEPS, 2ND EDITION
In Easy Steps Management Basics in easy steps, 2nd edition oﬀers practical
tips, information and common-sense advice based on the author’s 40
years’ hands-on experience of management – now updated to reﬂect
advances in technology and changes in the wider working environment.
Whether you are an experienced manager or about to take up your ﬁrst
management job, Management Basics in easy steps, 2nd edition will be of
real help to you in the workplace. It is a lively, easy-to-read book, full of
tips and simple, practical things that have been put into practice in the
real world and shown to work where it matters – in the workplace. Tony
Rossiter’s clear, humorous writing style and comprehensive content make
Management Basics in easy steps, 2nd edition a compelling must-read for
anyone with a management role. His management tips and advice will
show you: · How people skills help you put into practice all the technical
skills needed by a manager · How to manage your staﬀ, your colleagues,
your customers and even your boss · How to organise yourself and make
the most eﬀective use of your time · How to focus on the vital 20% of your
work that accounts for most of the results · How to win the respect and
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trust of your team and make it the best · How to select the right person to
join your team · The art of eﬀective delegation · How to make eﬀective use
of digital tools, online networks and social media · How to cope with
change and see it not as a threat but as a great opportunity This second
edition has been revised to include the changes in management practices
since the ﬁrst edition, which was published in 2011, including: · The
increased importance and use of digital tools, business and performance
management software, and social networks (e.g. LinkedIn, Slack, Yammer,
Scoro, Twitter, Facebook) · Increased focus on diversity and inclusion ·
Implications of new data protection legislation · Less tolerance of
unacceptable workplace behaviour such as bullying and sexual harassment
· More recognition of the importance of the culture of an organisation · A
move away from traditional, command-and-control hierarchies towards
more ﬂexible working – working from home, better work/life balance,
teamwork, collaboration, matrix structures, trusting and empowering those
at the coal-face · A move away from ﬁxed appraisal systems and formal
training towards continuous feedback, coaching and personal learning (elearning, distance learning) · More reﬁned recruitment (use of LinkedIn
etc) Comes with useful worksheets – a complete guide for easy reference.

EXCEL VBA IN EASY STEPS, 2ND EDITION
In Easy Steps Excel VBA in easy steps has an easy-to-follow style that will
appeal to anyone who wants to get more from the popular Microsoft Excel
Oﬃce application using VBA programming (Visual Basic for Applications).
Excel VBA in easy steps begins by explaining how to record and edit macro
procedures to manipulate Excel worksheet entries, then describes how to
create your own macro programs in the Visual Basic Editor (VBE) that is
included with the Excel application. This book then demonstrates how to
program Excel procedures, provide Excel user forms, and create Excel
apps. Each chapter builds your knowledge of Visual Basic for Applications.
Excel VBA in easy steps contains separate chapters on the major features
of the VBA language. There are complete example programs that
demonstrate each aspect of Visual Basic for Applications together with
screenshots that illustrate the output when that program has been
executed. The free, downloadable sample code provided all has coloured
syntax-highlighting for clearer understanding. By the end of this book you
will have gained a sound understanding of Visual Basic for Applications and
be able to write your own VBA programs that can be executed in the
Microsoft Excel Oﬃce application. You need have no previous knowledge of
any programming language, so it's ideal for the newcomer to computer
programming. Contents: Getting started Writing macros Storing values
Performing operations Making statements Executing procedures Employing
functions Recognizing events Opening dialogs Providing user-forms
Developing apps
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PHP & MYSQL IN EASY STEPS, 2ND EDITION
UPDATED TO COVER MYSQL 8.0
In Easy Steps PHP and MySQL in easy steps, 2nd edition teaches the user
to write PHP server-side scripts and how to make MySQL database queries.
It has an easy-to-follow style that will appeal to: · - anyone who wants to
begin producing data-driven web pages · - web developers wanting to add
database interaction to their web sites · - the programmer who quickly
wants to add PHP and MySQL to their skills set · - the hobbyist who wants
to begin creating scripts for upload to their own ISP · - the student, and to
those seeking a career in computing, who need a fundamental
understanding of server-side programming with PHP and MySQL PHP and
MySQL in easy steps, 2nd edition demonstrates by example how to produce
data-driven web pages using the powerful PHP scripting language and the
popular free MySQL database server. The book examples provide clear
syntax-highlighted code showing how to selectively insert and extract data
from databases for presentation on your web browser. PHP and MySQL in
easy steps, 2nd edition begins by explaining how to install a free web
server, the PHP interpreter, and MySQL database server, to create an
environment in which you can produce your very own data-driven serverside web pages. You will learn how to write PHP server-side scripts and
how to make MySQL database queries. Examples illustrate how to store
and retrieve Session Data, how to provide a Message Board, and how to
create an E-Commerce Shopping Cart. This book assumes you have no
previous experience of any programming or scripting language so is ideal
for the newcomer to PHP and MySQL technologies. Covers MySQL 8.0.
Contents · Getting started · Performing operations · Controlling progress ·
Producing forms · Assembling tables · Handling data · Connecting
databases · Registering users · Providing forums · Processing shops

TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR PC IN EASY STEPS, 2ND EDITION
COVERS WINDOWS 7
In Easy Steps Does your computer refuse to do what you want it to? Does it
insist on doing something you don't want it to? Does it refuse to do
anything at all? One solution is to ring a helpline. However, this can be
expensive and don't always give good advice. A better option is to invest in
a copy of Troubleshooting Your PC in easy steps. Areas covered include: •
Causes of computer faults and methods of isolating them • How to
troubleshoot the main hardware components in a PC • Faults that prevent
Windows from starting. • Windows troubleshooting mode (Safe Mode) •
Restore a damaged Windows installation from an image backup ﬁle. •
Problems that adversely aﬀect the performance and stability of a computer
• Video and sound issues such as blank monitor, scrambled displays,
incorrect screen colours, and distorted displays, no sound, crackly sound
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etc. • The Internet: include access problems, slow connection speeds, how
to repair Internet Explorer, and how parents can protect their children from
the less savoury aspects of the Internet. We also oﬀer some tips on how to
search the Internet eﬀectively. • Email issues: prevent emails being sent
and received, a quick way of resizing images to be sent in an email, what
to do if attachments won't open, how to recover lost or damaged emails,
and how to deal with spam. Even explains how to create a backup of email
messages and accounts • Computer peripherals and how to troubleshoot
them. •Security issues: virus infection and how to avoid getting a virus.
Keeping your data safe • Working with ﬁles and recovering from errors
such as recovering a deleted ﬁle Written in concise, jargon-free language,
this book is aimed at non-techies. Keep it nearby and use it as your ﬁrst
point of reference for any PC problems. The faults covered in the book will
be experienced by every computer user at one time or another - have the
solutions to hand before they happen.

LEARNING PHP, MYSQL, JAVASCRIPT, AND CSS
A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO CREATING DYNAMIC WEBSITES
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Learn how to build interactive, data-driven
websites—even if you don’t have any previous programming experience. If
you know how to build static sites with HTML, this popular guide will help
you tackle dynamic web programming. You’ll get a thorough grounding in
today’s core open source technologies: PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, and CSS.
Explore each technology separately, learn how to combine them, and pick
up valuable web programming concepts along the way, including objects,
XHTML, cookies, and session management. This book provides review
questions in each chapter to help you apply what you’ve learned. Learn
PHP essentials and the basics of object-oriented programming Master
MySQL, from database structure to complex queries Create web pages with
PHP and MySQL by integrating forms and other HTML features Learn
JavaScript fundamentals, from functions and event handling to accessing
the Document Object Model Pick up CSS basics for formatting and styling
your web pages Turn your website into a highly dynamic environment with
Ajax calls Upload and manipulate ﬁles and images, validate user input, and
secure your applications Explore a working example that brings all of the
ingredients together

AGILE PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN EASY STEPS, 2ND EDITION
In Easy Steps Agile Project Management in easy steps, now in its second
edition, explains the key principles, techniques, and processes to ensure
your agile project is a success. This edition of the book has been updated
to reﬂect progress and reﬁnement of agile methods over recent times. It
explains the key principles, techniques and processes of agile project
management, working through an entire project, explaining the main
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activities and deliverables including: Pre-project start-up and terms of
referenceFeasibility assessment and the business caseEstablishing the
foundations for successIterative development and the evolving
solutionImplementation and post-project assessment It includes additional
coverage of business analysis, user experience, feature-driven
development and agile projects in large programmes and enterprises. An
essential guide for anyone new to agile projects and a valuable source of
inspiration for the more experienced. It also includes downloadable
templates to get you started. Chapters: Agile ProjectsAgile Project
ManagementScrumDSDMExtreme ProgrammingLean DevelopmentFeatureDriven DevelopmentGetting
StartedFoundationsDevelopmentDeploymentPost ProjectAgile Projects at
Scale
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